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24. Rabbi Fohrman: We wondered earlier why Moses only asked for a three - day break for the
Hebrews to worship their god in the desert. Why stoop to lying to the Egyptian king? But maybe
Moses was not lying at all...
One of the hardest things to do when contemplating the past is playing “what if?” What if the
United States had not intercepted a coded Japanese message indicating the precise location of the
Japanese fleet in the Pacific just before the battle of Midway?...
And so it is with Torah. we wil never know what would have happened had Pharaoh not reacted
as he did to Moses’ second speech. What if, instead of callously accusing his slaves of laziness,
he had assented to Moses’ small, baby step request for a three day holiday to allow the Hebrews
to worship their God? It is an interesting question, so let’s speculate for a moment.
Had Pharaoh initially responded cooperatively, in good faith, ins’t it at least conceiveable that
the israelites would have actually returned to Egypt after the three day holiday he granted them?
Had events actually transpired this way, we might say that the first baby step would have
succeeded. Pharaoh would have recognized God...- and then it would be time to take a second
baby step, to move the education process one step further. If Pharaoh continued to prove himself
amenable to thoughtful consideration and reason, there might be no need for harsher measures
like plagues. Slowly, step by step, Pharaoh could have been brought to understand the truth
about this deity the Hebrews worshipped... At the end of these incremental steps, Pharaoh might
come to realize that he, no less than Israel, is a subject of this one power, this Master of the
Universe, and consequently he must abide by the Creator’s wishes and set Israel free. History
could have taken this path, if only Pharaoh had allowed himself to walk it. There would have
been no plagues. No violence. Only gradual understanding of an overwhelming truth. 
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